
Some people say that it is possible to tell a lot about a person’s 
culture and character from their choice of clothes. Do you agree or 
disagree?

Tendency of clothing had been emerged from the beginning of advent of humans. 
It was specifically used for protection from the harsh weather, animal attack and 
insect sting. Geographic locations, cultures, religions, politics, economic levels and 
people’s taste and character leading to wearing different kinds of grabs garb by 
people. In modern days, fashion decreases the effect of culture and tradition. But 
what is certain is that peoples’ people’s character still plays an important role. 

Indeed, the matter of this fact is to some extend extent true. Some who claim 
that clothes illustrate peoples, culture and attitude are right and have their own 
reasons for that. Alongside the history, all of the different civilizations have been 
their specific cultures which were dictated to them how to show up and behave. 
There is a logical relation between peoples’ people’s contemplation and covering. 
For instance, in ancient Japan, people wore kimonos, a traditional piece of 
clothing made by silk, which affected greeting and all their daily work. They 
constantly have bent for greeting which is called bow. With this clothe 
clothingstyle it is the easiest way to respect each other and as time passes, this 
behavior is stuck to the Japanese culture. From a modern view, although such 
tradition seems to be obsoleted, wearing a suit for men and a short skirt for 
women is essential to behave in a tidy manner.  

On the other hand, a proper style will affect positively all other aspects of our life 
such as marriage, finding a helpful friend, recruitment in suitable job. Actually, 
only if people dress well, will they behave well in society. We often judge peoples’ 
character by clothes. Around the world, for some special location, we impose 
some rules for wearing. This can prohibit people of from wearing some kinds of 
clothes or obligate them to wear harmonious ones. These kinds of rules may 
cause strict tension to in society. In some countrycountries, religion plays a strict 
role in this ground and bans people wearing. In this circumstance people cannot 
show their belief by their appearance. 

To conclude all the statement above, I must say that the appearance of someone 
is not an absolute evidence to judge him/her, but it can display some parts of 
peoples’ people’sthinking model. Someone who chooses a casual dress most of 



the time wants to be free and relaxed and will be seemed easy-going. Generally, 
peoples’ look and how the way they wear is not inefficient at all.   
   


